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Abstract
Robots are increasingly becoming members of our everyday community. Self-driving cars, robot teams, and social and
assistive robots operate alongside human end-users to carry out various tasks. Similar to the conventions between humans,
which are the low dimensional representations that capture the interaction and can change over time, emergent behaviors
form as a result of repeated long-term interactions in multi-agent systems or human-robot teams. Unfortunately, these
emergent behaviors are still not well understood. For instance, the robotics community has observed that many different,
and often surprising, robot behaviors can emerge when robots are equipped with artificial intelligence and machine learning
techniques. While some of these emergent behaviors are simply undesirable side-effects of misspecified objectives, many of
them significantly contribute to the performance in the task and influence other agents in the environment. These behaviors
can further lead to developing conventions and adaptation of other agents, who are possibly humans, by encouraging them
to approach the task differently.
Goal. We want to investigate how complex and/or unexpected robot behaviors emerge in human-robot systems, and to
understand how we can minimize their risks and maximize their benefits. This workshop promotes a discussion on
• How emergent behaviors form in human-robot, human-human, and robot-robot settings
• How we can predict emergent behaviors
• What types of emergent behaviors we would like to see in real-world applications
• How their negative consequences and risks might be alleviated
• How they can be better utilized for more efficient human-robot or multi-agent interaction
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